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To all who? ?? ??? ???cer?: 
Be it known that I, RALPH. B. GooDRICH, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
College Hill, in the county of Hamilton 
and State of Ohio, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Rotary 
Brushes, of which the following is a speci 
fication. 
This invention relates to a novel improve 

ment in brushing - and scrubbing devices of 
the type which employ a rotary brush, and 
which are particularly adapted for Washing 
automobiles orother vehicles, although sus 
ceptible to a wide range of other uses. 
To this end, the invention contemplates a 

simple and practical device which utilizes a 
supply of running water for the two-fold 
purpose of rotating the brush element, and 
also supplying thereto the necessary water 
for the washing operation. That is to say, 
the invention has in view a novel construc 
tion whereby the same water which actuates 
the brush-operating instrumentalities, is fed 
to the brush without waste or leakage, 
thereby providing a device of this character 
that not only economizes the consumption of 
water but gives a maximum cleaning effi 
ciency for the water used in a safe and con 
venient manner. 
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Another object of the inventionis to pro 
vide a novel brush operating device that is 
easily made and assembled, and capable of 
being readily taken apart to facilitate re 
pairs and renewals. In this connection, the 
invention proposes to utilize a special brush 
which constitutes an essential part of the 
apparatus, and may be easily and quickly 
connected or disconnected from the brush. 
operating device when desired, but when 
coupled therewith, is positively held or 
locked so that all of the power from the 
operating device is carried direct to the 
brush. . 
A further object of the invention is to 

provide a novel rotary brush, the body of 
which is made of a material that will not 
be affected by the water, and which is so con 
structed that the same may freely pass from 
the interior thereof to and through the 
bristles to. assist in the cleaning operation. 
Furthermore, it is proposed to make the 
brush of such a design that it will readily 
fit into the corners and more or less con 
cealed places usually found on a vehicle. 
With the above and other objects in view 

which will more readily appear as the na-. 

ture of the invention is better understood, 
the same consists in the novel construction, 
combination and arrangement of parts here 
inafter more fully described, illustrated and 
claimed. . 

A preferred and practical embodiment of 
the present invention is illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings, in which 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of my im 
proved rotary brush, and the means for 
operating the same. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal 
sectional view thereof. Fig. 3 is a vertical 
sectional view. Fig 4 is an enlarged detail 
elevation of the core of the rotary brush, 
showing the end plug detached. Fig. 5 is 
a vertical sectional view of the construction 
shown in Fig. 4 with the end plug in place, 
and the bristles shown in one of the chan 
nels, Fig. 6 is an elevation of the rear end of the complete brush. 

Patented Oct. 3, 1916. 
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Similar reference characters designate 
corresponding parts throughout the several figures of the drawings. 
A novel and distinctive feature of the 

present invention resides in the provision of 
a suitable casing having at one side an inlet 
connection, and an oppositely located outlet 
extension having fitted thereto a rotatable 
brush, which is capable of distributing the water passing through the casing for the 
Washing operation, after it has operated the 
brush actuating mechanism. . . . . 
As will be observed from the several fig 

ures of the drawings, this casing is desig 
nated generally as C, and essentially com 
prises : the complemental sections 1 and 2 
which may be secured together by suitable 
fastening elements 3. Referring to the 
novel features of construction of the casing, 
it will be noted that the section 1 thereof is 
provided with an inlet connection 4, while 
the portion of the section directly opposite 
this connection is formed with an extended 
neck portion a which together with a corre 
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100 sponding neck portion b of the comple 
mental section 2 provides an outlet extension 
5 having an open discharge mouth 6. It 
will thus be apparent that water supplied 
to the casing through the inlet connection 4. 
will have a substantially direct passage 
through the same to exhaust through the 
discharge mouth 6. The said outlet exten 
sion 5 is provided with an annular flange 7, 
which constitutes an abutment for a suitable 
washer 8, that is intended to protect, or : 
shield the part of the vehicle being washed 
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from being scratched or marred by the metal 
casing, but at the same time has another 
function which will hereinafter more fully 
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appear. 
The inlet connection 4 is interiorly 

threaded as shown in Fig. 2, to detachably 
receive the threaded end of a hollow pipe 9 
which constitutes a handle for manipulating 
the present device. This pipe 9 is provided 
at one end with a suitable coupling member 
10 for connecting with a hose orother con 
venient source of water supply, and is pro 
vided at the opposite end with internal 
threads for receiving the threaded shank 
11 of a jet nozzle 12. As will be clear from 
Fig. 2, this jet nozzle 12 is located within 
the inlet connection 4, and is adapted to 
direct a jet of water into the interior of the 
casing C. 
The water fed into the casing by means 

of the nozzle 12 is adapted to actuate a 
brush operating motor which is housed and 
concealed within the casing. This motor 
essentially comprises a Water wheel 13 hav 
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ing a plurality of cupped impact blades 14 
which are disposed directly in the path of 
discharge of the jet nozzle 12. The said 
wheel 13 is carried by a transmission shaft 
15 having its opposite ends respectively 
journaled in the sections 1 and 2, and also 
carrying a worm 16. In connection with 
the end of the shaft journaled in the section 
2 it will be observed that the same may be 
provided with a plurality of bearing wash 
ers w, and may also be supplied with lubri 
cant from the tube T formed on the exterior 
of the section by the adjustment of the screw 
S. This arrangement of the shaft 15 causes 
the same to be disposed transversely of the 
interior of the casing, and facilitates the 
meshing of the worm 16 carried thereby 
with a worm pinion 17 mounted on a motor 
driven shaft 18. This shaft 18 is carried in 
suitable brackets 19 formed from the inner 
side of the section 2, and is also provided 
with a shaft casing 20 which not only facili 
tates the assembling of the device inasmuch 
as it holds the worm pinion 17 in position, 
but also protects the said shaft from rust 
and corrosion and provides a more substan 
tial and steady bearing therefor. It will 
also be noted that this shaft is disposed lon 
gitudinally of the casing, and therefore at 
right angles to the transmission shaft 15, 
and is located in the center of the outlet ex 
tension 5, and therefore in the direct line of 
discharge or passage of the water through 
the casing. 
The front end of the motor shaft 18 is 

provided with a slot 21 for engaging with 
the locking plate 22 which is secured within 
the hollow conical body of the rotary brush 
designated in its entirety by the reference 
character B. This brush essentially com 
prises a hollow perforated conical core 23, 
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and is provided at its rear end with a suit 
able spider 24, which is rigidly secured to 
the said core and has a centrally disposed 
bearing member 25, which is adapted to fit 
over the front end of the shaft 18 and thus 
guide the locking plate 22 carried by the 
brush into the slot 21 in the end of the shaft. 
It will accordingly be apparent that the 
brush L) is detachably locked with the mo 
tor shaft 18, and that the hollow perforated 
core 23 of the brush fits over the discharge 
end of the outlet extension 5 so that water 
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issuing from the discharge mouth 6 thereof. 
flows into the interior of the core, and makes 
its way to the brush bristles through the 
plurality of perforations p therein. In this 
connection it will also be noted that the 
spider 24 and locking plate 22 are arranged 
within the interior of the core so as to per 
mit the rear end of the core to fit over the 
end of the extension 5 and abut against the 
washer 8 which may be of leather, rubber, 
or any other suitable material, to thus pro 
tect the operator by preventing water from 
splashing back over the casing C. 

Referring to the additional features of 
construction involved in connection with the 
brush B, particular reference may be made 
to Figs. 4, 5 and 6. From these figures it 
will be observed that the hollow core 23 is 
substantially frusto-conical. That is to say, 
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the upper end thereof, is cut off to provide 
for receiving an end plug 26, which may be 
made fast to the core by means of a suitable 
fastening element 27 fitting into the open 
ing 27°. This end plug 26 is provided with 
a discharge passage 28, and is also provided 
with a series of spaced annular flanges 29 
which gradually diminish in diameter and 
have therebetween the grooves 30 which are 
connected by means of an oblique slit 31 in 
the flanges 29. These grooves 30 are adapt 
ed to receive the bristles to form the ends of 
the brush, and correspond to the continuous 
channel member 32 on the core. This chan 
nel member is spirally wound from one end 
of the core 23 to the other, and is preferably 
made of light metal, as is also the core or 
brush body 23, thus making it possible for 
-the channel member to be soldered or other 
wise secured to the brush body, in a manner 
which will not be affected by the water. 
The bristles designated generally as 33 in 

the brush B are held in position by means of 
a retaining wire 34. That is to say, a single 
continuous retaining wire having one end 
made fast to the core, preferably at its bot 
tom end, is wound into the channel, thus 
pressing the bristles laid across the same into 
such a position that they stand outwardly 
from the core body as shown in Fig. 5, and 
also in Fig. 2. The plug 26 which is fitted 
in the end of the core or brush body, carries 
its own bristles in the grooves 30 by a sepal. 
rate retaining wire similar to the wire 34 
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1,199,780 
which in practice has one end secured to the 
shank of the plug and then passes through 
each groove and to the adjoining one by 
means of the oblique slots 31. Thus, after 

5 the core 23 is fitted with its bristles, the end 
... the said washer, and means within the cas plug may be placed in position. 

From the foregoing, it will be apparent 
that water issuing from the jet nozzle 12 
will strike against the cupped impact blades 

10 14 of the water wheel13, and thus.turn the 

worm pinion 17 on the shaft 18 will of 
course be rotated, thus turning the brush B 
through the means already described. Ac 
cordingly, it will be obvious that the same 
water which operates the water wheel 13 
passes on through the outlet extension 5 of 
the casing to the brush to be used in the 
washing operation, thus utilizing the Water 
for the two-fold purpose of operating the 
brush and assisting the same in the cleaning 
operation. - 
Without further description, it is thought 

that the many features and advantages of 
the present invention will be readily ap 
parent, and it will also be understood that 
changes in the form, proportion, and minor 
details of construction may be resorted to 
without departing from the spirit of the 
invention or scope of the appended claims. 
I claim: 
1. A washing device of the class described comprising a casing including longitudi 

nally separable sections, an inlet connec 
tion carried by one section, a common out 
let formed by both sections, a shaft disposed 
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transversely of the casing and journaled in 
the sides of each section, a water wheel car 
ried by said shaft, a worm also carried by 
said shaft, a driven shaft supported within 
the casing at right angles to the transverse 
shaft, a worm pinion on said driven shaft, 
and a hollow perforated brush fitting over 
the outlet connection of the casing and de 
tachably connected with the end of the 
driven shaft. 

2. A washing device of the class described 
comprising a casing including comple 

i mental sections, means for detachably se 
curing said sections together, an inlet con 
nection carried by one section, an outlet 
connection formed by complemental exten 
sion portions of both casing sections oppo 
site the inlet connection, a hollow perforated 
brush fitting over the dischargemouth of 
said outlet connection, and means within 
the casing for rotating the brush. 

3. A washing device of the class described 
comprising a casing including comple 
mental sections, means for securing said sec 
tions together, an inlet connection carried 
by one section, an outlet extension formed 

', by both casing sections opposite the inlet 
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shaft 15 which carries the worm 16. The 

connection, a flange formed on said outlet 
extension, a washer fitting over the outlet 
extension and abutting against said flange, 
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a hollow perforated brush fitting oyer the 
end of said outlet extension and abutting 
ing for rotating the brush. 

4. A Washing device of the class described comprising a casing having an inlet con 
70 

nection, an outlet connection, a motor with 
in the casing and having a motor driven 
shaft disposed in the line of water passage 
through the casing and provided with an 

over the end of the outlet connection, a 
spider having a central bushing carried 
with the brush and fitting over the end of 
the motor driven shaft, and a locking plate 
permanently carried by the brush and de 
tachably engaging the slot in the end of the 
motor driven shaft. 

5. A washing device of the class described 
comprising in combination, a casing having 
an outlet connection and a motor driven 
shaft in said outlet connection, a brush de 
vice including a hollow frusto-conical 
metal core having a plurality of perfora 
tions, and adapted to fit over the outlet con 
nection, and also having internal means for 
detachably connecting with said motor 
driven shaft comprising a spider arranged 
to slidably engage said shaft, and a lock 

of said shaft. . . . . 
6. A washing device of the class described 

extension, a motor therein having a motor 
driven shaft extending through and beyond 
said outlet extension of the casing, a brush 
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end slot, a hollow perforated brush fitted 
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ing plate for detachably engaging the end 

comprising a motor casing having an outlet 
00 

including a hollow frusto-conical metal 
core having a plurality of perforations, a 
spider at one end of the core arranged to 
slidably engage the shaft, and a locking 
plate secured to the core at one side of the spider and adapted to detachably engage 
the motor driven shaft. 

7. A washing device of the class described 
comprising in combination, a casing having 
an outlet connection and a motor driven 
shaft in said outlet connection, a brush de 
vice including a hollow core having a plu 
rality of perforations adapted to fit over 
the outlet connection, said core being 
further provided with an interior rigid 
member detachably engaging the motor 
driven shaft, and brush holding means car 
ried by the core. 
In testimony whereof I hereunto affix my 
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signature in the presence of two witnesses. 
RALPH. B. GOODRICH. 

Witnesses: 
C. R. SPICER, 
EDwD. GARDNER, 


